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check  Remember to consult the official standards, requirements, and 
regulations on the CrossFit Games website.
check  https://games.crossfit.com/workouts/open/2022/1 
check  Perform 5-10+ total rounds of today’s workout.
check  Fast-paced triplet that combines stamina with cardiorespiratory 
endurance.
check  Limit failed wall walks and extended breaks.

check  Remember to consult the official standards, requirements, and regula-
tions on the CrossFit Games website.
check  https://games.crossfit.com/workouts/open/2022/1 
check  Help athletes choose options for the workout that allow to avoid failure 
on the wall walks.
check  Stress maintaining an active shoulder and talking large “steps” up the 
wall with the feet during the wall walks.
check  Teach and encourage athletes to use more of their lower body on the 
DB snatches to save their upper body for the wall walks.

• We should avoid allowing athletes to fail on the wall walk. And we 
should scale athletes who struggle linking multiple reps of the DB 
snatch together. 

• If an athlete is signed up for the Open and can perform all the 
movements as Rx’d, but it takes them longer than 3:00 to get 
through a single round, consider two scenarios: 1. Let them 
perform the workout as prescribed. Even though they may be 
moving a little slower than we would like, this can still be beneficial. 
Allowing them to go Rx’d can do wonders for their confidence and 
exposure to more challenging tasks. 2. Have the athlete scale the 
workout. This option may allow the athlete to get a better workout 
because they are performing more reps and moving faster, which 
is aligned with the intended stimulus.

• As long as the athlete is moving safely, encourage athletes to 
choose a workout option that best fits their goals. The beauty 
about the Open is that athletes have the option to perform the 
workouts twice. Maybe they’ll choose to do so, once as Rx’d and a 
second time scaled.

• If an athlete is not signed up for the Open, we should consider 
scaling to maintain safety throughout the workout and to hit the 
intended stimulus. We want to keep each round around 3:00 or 
less. Most scaling athletes will likely need to adjust the wall walk 
difficulty and the DB loading.

AMRAP 15:
3 wall walks
12 alternating DB snatches 
(35/50 lb)
15 box jump-overs (20/24 in)

AMRAP 15:
3 scaled wall walks
12 alternating DB snatches 
(20/35 lb)
15 box jump-overs (20/24 in)

AMRAP 15:
3 inchworms in place
12 alternating DB snatches 
(10/15 lb)
15 box step-overs (12/20 in)

Rest, stretch, recover
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OPEN 22.1

GOALS

SCALING

RX INTERMEDIATE BEGINNER

// BENCHMARK

SKILL WORK

OVERVIEW MOVEMENT SCALING OPTIONS

INTENDED STIMULUS COACHING GOALS

Wall walks | Distance to the wall, inchworms in place
DB snatches | Load, hang DB snatches, DB power cleans
Box jump-overs | Height, box step-overs, reverse lunges

WATCH DAILY VIDEO

TIME 15:00 LOADING 2/5 SKILL 4/5 VOLUME 4/5

https://games.crossfit.com/workouts/open/2022/1 
https://games.crossfit.com/workouts/open/2022/1 
https://www.crossfit.com/sport/workout-22-1-lesson-plan


WHITEBOARD BRIEF

Target Rounds/Reps | 150-300+ reps (5-10+ rounds)
• Welcome to the 2022 NOBULL CrossFit Open! The season is here and the first workout is a doozy. We 

introduced the wall walk in last year’s Open and we see it again as it kicks off this year’s Open.
• Today’s workout is a classic CrossFit triplet. Two gymnastics movements and a light to moderate DB 

weightlifting movement.
• Expect today’s workout to challenge muscular stamina as well as cardiorespiratory endurance. The wall 

walks may seem easy in Rounds 1 and 2, but as the reps add up and heart rates get high, expect the arms 
and shoulders to become more and more fatigued. Consider taking a brief rest at the bottom of each wall 
walk rep.

• In order to hit the stimulus of today’s workout, one of our goals is to keep each round to ~3:00 or less. If 
this is going to be a challenge, we should scale one or all of the movements. If you are signed up for the 
Open, consult the official standards, requirements, and regulations to help you decide which options may 
be the best for you. Keep in mind there are different divisions for specific age groups such as Rx’d, scaled, 
teenagers, and masters. These can be found on the official scorecard or the CrossFit Games website.

• If going Rx’d is your goal and you know you will struggle with one or more of the movements, consider 
using a strategy. You could deliberately break up the DB snatches in order to help maintain shoulder 
stamina. During the wall walks you could also consider taking longer rests between reps, especially if you 
are slow to climb up and down the wall.

• One thing that may help you with making a decision or what pace to consider for the workout, is looking 
back to last year’s Open. Remember back to what you did for the wall walks. Did you scale them? If 
so, maybe this year you can perform them Rx’d. If you did perform them last year, where did they get 
challenging? Where did you lose time? These are all valuable questions that can help you make an 
informed decision.

ESTIMATED TIME = 3:00

DEMO VIDEOS

WALL WALK DEMO

DB SNATCH DEMO
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• Consult the CrossFit Games Open website: https://games.crossfit.
com/workouts/open/2022/1 

• The class plan defaults to a single-heat class, however, we have 
provided an option if you choose to run two heats. Be sure to check 
out both of the options.

• If you are limited by available wall space for wall walks, consider 
running two heats of today’s workout. If you choose this route, you’d 
only need half the wall space that you originally needed.

• If you are limited in the amount of dumbbells or boxes you have, 
consider running two heats of today’s workout. If you choose this 
route, you’d only need half of the dumbbells and/or boxes that you 
originally needed.

LOGISTICS

LIMITATIONS OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
Multiple Heat Considerations
• Running multiple heats can be a fun way keep athletes motivated and 

encourage a little friendly competition in your gym. Keep in mind that this 
option requires double the amount of time for the workout, which leaves 
less time to teach, review, and warm up. It requires you to have a plan and 
stick to a timeline.

• This is a 15:00 workout from start to finish, which means you need at least 
30:00 if you choose to run two heats.

• If this is an option you would like to consider, athletes should be partnered 
up immediately after the whiteboard brief. The partners do not have to 
perform the same versions of the workout.

• The warm-up should focus on teaching and reviewing the movements and 
standards, as well as getting Athlete 1 ready to rock. With bathroom breaks, 
preparations for the second heat, and transition time, this warm-up should 
take no longer than 15:00.

• Coaches should be sure to spend most of the warm-up focusing on the wall 
walk, moving next to the DB snatch, and lastly, the box jump-over.

• The first heat of the workout should start no later than 20:00 into class.
• At the call of “3, 2, 1 ... go,” Athlete 1 will perform the 15:00 AMRAP. Athlete 2 

will judge Athlete 1 and keep track of their score. When the 15:00 is up, put 
both athletes on a 5:00 clock. Athlete 1 needs time to recover and Athlete 
2 needs time to warm up. When 5:00 expires, it’s Athlete 2’s time to shine. 
Athlete 1 will now judge and track Athlete 2.

https://youtu.be/F8WaSwPdO7k
https://youtu.be/NK_OcHEm8yM
https://youtu.be/3mlhF3dptAo
https://games.crossfit.com/workouts/open/2022/1 
https://games.crossfit.com/workouts/open/2022/1 
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ESTIMATED TIME = 17:00SPECIFIC WARM-UP

BOX JUMP-OVER REVIEW | 4:00
• Have athletes move slower at first to build their mechanics, then 

move faster as the sets progress.
• Emphasize that athletes must step down from the box accordinging 

to the standards.
• Coach athletes to jump and land off and on a flat foot as much 

as possible. Work to minimize time spent on the toes to save the 
quads.

Movement // Focus
1) 10 step-ups // Stand all the way up and down on one leg.
2) 5 box jumps + step-down // Jump the hips as high into the air as 
possible and land quietly.
3) 5 box jump-overs // Slowly and smoothly land on the box, stand 
up, turn around, and step down.
4) 5 box jump-overs // Quickly jump at a slight lateral angle, step 
down, and immediately jump into the next rep as soon as the trail leg 
touches the floor.

ALTERNATING DB SNATCH REVIEW | 4:00
• Coach athletes into a safe and strong setup position.
• Practice switching hands with the DB using the single-arm DB swing 

and the hang snatch.
• Look for athletes who let the back round at the bottom or fail to 

lock out the arm overhead.

Movement // Focus
1) 5 DB deadlifts each arm // Hips low and knees forward in the setup 
position so that the spine remains neutral.
2) 8 alternating single-arm DB swings // Practice swinging the DB and 
switching hands while it’s weightless at the top of the swing.
3) 8 alternating DB hang snatches // Keep the chest up while handing 
off the DB.
4) 8 alternating DB snatches // Hips low and knees forward when the 
DB touches the ground.

WALL WALK REVIEW | 6:00
• Take some extra time during this instruction to work on efficiency 

up the wall.
• Look for athletes to shift their weight side-to-side to make it easier 

to lift the hands.
• Have athletes perform all variations slowly at first, then increase 

speed.

Movement // Focus
1) 10 shoulder taps // Shift the shoulders side-to-side to make the 
opposite hand lighter.
2) 10 feet-on-wall shoulder taps // Walk the feet and shift the shoul-
ders side-to-side on the wall.
3) 3 partial wall walks // Walk the legs up first, then shift the shoul-
ders to move the hands.
4) 2-3 wall walks // Large and quick shifts of the shoulders to make 
stepping with the hands easier.

AT A GLANCE
check  Spend no more than 4:00 reviewing the box jump and DB 
snatch.
check  Allow for up to 6:00 to review the wall walk. 
check  Practice a few abbreviated rounds at workout pace to feel out 
transitions.
check  Review the warm-up option for two heats if needed. Cap the 
time for your two heat warm-up 12:00.

CARDIO WARM-UP | 9:00
• Athletes can perform any type of conditioning for :45. Feel free to 

mix in mountain climbers, jumping jacks, etc.
• Complete 1:30 of work, then rest for :30.
• Move smooth across 4 sets and don’t worry about increasing the 

pace. Just keeping moving through larger ranges of motion.

Every 2:00 for 4 sets:
:45 run, row, bike, ski, or jump rope
Set 1 | :45 inchworm + push-ups
Set 2 | :45 air squats
Set 3 | :45 burpees
Set 4 | :45 overhead squats (PVC)

DYNAMIC WARM-UP | 6:00
• After athletes are warm, take them through the movement drills 

one at a time. Give them a few additional seconds to feel extra 
mobile as they work through the reps.

• Demonstrate each movement and make corrections as needed.

1 set:
10 hip crossovers
10 leg swings/leg
10 dive-bomber push-ups
10 alternating Spiderman stretches
10 alternating Samson stretches
10 Cossack squats
10 slow calf raises/leg

GENERAL WARM-UP FOR TWO HEATS ONLY
• Let your athletes know they will move for 3:00 straight and should 

absolutely be out of breath by the end.
• Tell them to follow along with you as they move. Demonstrate 

each movement just a few seconds before the prior movement is 
finished.

• Keep athletes engaged, motivated, and moving faster as the warm-
up progresses.

On a 3:00 clock:
:15 jumping jacks
:15 mountain climbers
:15 up-downs
:15 high knees
:20 toy soldiers
:20 lunges
:20 push-ups
:30 air squats
:30 burpees

GENERAL WARM-UP ESTIMATED TIME = 15:00

AT A GLANCE
check  Time cap the warm-ups to maximize class time and allow 
athletes to move at their own pace.
check  Help athletes increase range of motion as they progress 
through the general warm-up.
check  Use a quick, high intensity interval warm-up if running two 
heats.
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CONTINUEDSPECIFIC WARM-UP

WALL WALK REVIEW | 6:00
• Take some extra time during this instruction to work on efficiency 

up the wall.
• Look for athletes to shift their weight side-to-side to make it easier 

to lift the hands.
• Have athletes perform all variations slowly at first, then increase 

speed.

Movement // Focus
1) 10 shoulder taps // Shift the shoulders side-to-side to make the 
opposite hand lighter.
2) 10 feet-on-wall shoulder taps // Walk the feet and shift the shoul-
ders side-to-side on the wall.
3) 3 partial wall walks // Walk the legs up first, then shift the shoul-
ders to move the hands.
4) 2-3 wall walks // Large and quick shifts of the shoulders to make 
stepping with the hands easier.

MINI ROUNDS | 3:00
• Have athletes practice moving and transitioning quickly.
• Look to see if athletes can move with sound mechanics at a sprint 

pace.
• Prior to the workout, assess who may need to scale or who may 

need additional coaching tips during the workout.

2 sets:
1 wall walk
6 alternating DB snatches
8 box jump-overs

SPECIFIC WARM-UP FOR TWO HEATS ONLY
• Cap this option at about 12:00
• Aim to provide one, quick teaching point for each movement.
• Primarily focus on gross mechanical errors that are either unsafe or 

fail to meet the Open standards.
• Keep athletes moving as much as possible and spend no more than 

:20-:30 when teaching a movement.

1 set:
10 box jumps
5 single-arm DB deadlifts/arm
10 slow shoulder taps

1 set:
5 box jumps + step-down
6 alternating DB hang snatches
2 partial wall walks (slow)

2 sets:
1 wall walk
6 alternating DB snatches
8 box jump-overs
- Sprint through both rounds.

ESTIMATED TIME = 17:00

AT A GLANCE
check  It is better for athletes to take longer rests during the wall 
walks if that helps them avoid no reps.
check  Athletes should plan to spend around 1:00 or less on wall 
walks.
check  Don’t let athletes who struggle with the wall walk and DB 
snatch push too aggressively during the box jump overs.
check  Push athletes who move quickly and well through the wall 
walks and DB snatches, to steadily increase their box jump over 
pace.

ESTIMATED TIME = 3:00BREAK

COACHING STRATEGIES
• There are a lot of opportunities to see and correct today. Coaching 

athletes to move with more efficient technique can significantly affect 
the outcome of their workout. Find ways where you can improve not 
only the safety of each athlete’s movement, but their efficiency as well.

• The wall walk is an easy place for athletes to get lazy and become unsafe 
when they get tired. Encourage athletes to take that little extra bit of rest 
before beginning their next set or in between reps.

• Remember that long arms and straight arms are strong arms when it 
comes to the wall walk.

• If you see your athletes coming out too hot, don’t be afraid to slow them 
down to something more sustainable.

• Check in with judges, making sure they are upholding movement 
standards and properly and fairly judging their athlete. 

LOOK FOR
Wall walks
1) The athlete bending their arms throughout the walk.
2) The athlete’s hips sagging toward the wall.
3) The athlete’s hands not reaching the appropriate spots on the ground.
4) The athlete’s chin coming away from their body causing their body to be 
in an over-extended position.
DB snatches
1) The athlete’s hips coming up too high in the setup.
2) The athlete receiving the DB with a bent arm overhead and then press-
ing it out.
Box jump-overs
1) The athlete landing on the edge of the box.
2) The athlete jumping down from the top of the box.

CUES
Wall walks
1) Cue the athlete to press into the ground with each step, almost like they 
were trying to push the Earth away from them.
2) Cue the athlete to push their hips away from the wall as they walk.
3) Refer to the workout standards and be sure to hold each athlete to 
these standards. https://games.crossfit.com/workouts/open/2022/1 
4) Cue athlete to tuck their chin or to look back at the wall as they walk.
DB snatches
1) Cue the athlete to be more squatty in their setup. Lower their hips and 
pull their chest up away from the dumbbell.
2) Cue the athlete to stand up faster with the dumbbell, pull the elbow 
high and outside, and punch the dumbbell overhead.
Box jump-overs
1) Cue the athlete to aim for the middle of the box on every jump.
2) The Rx’d standard for this workout is a step-down. The rep does not 
count if they jump down. Cue the athlete to step down.

WORKOUT
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AT A GLANCE
check  Recover, clean up equipment, and record scores. Allow 
athletes to move through the stretching on their own.
check  Encourage athletes to keep track of their score. These are 
benchmarks that may be repeated and tested at a later date.
check  Remind athletes to submit their scores on the CrossFit Games 
Open website. If athletes are not signed up, encourage them to 
do so.
check  Celebrate the completion of the first Open workout. Prepare 
everyone for 22.2 on March 4, 2022.
check  Check in with all athletes before they head out.

COOLDOWN

STRETCHING
• The coach should give athletes the remaining time in class to 

stretch and mobilize. Coaches can recommend the stretching 
below.

• Set a clock so athletes can keep track of time.

Accumulate
1:00 foam roll quads
1:00 foam roll lower back
1:00 foam roll calves

ESTIMATED TIME = 5:00


